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 INTRODUCTION

(1) Nan Ya Plastics Corporation (NPC) was founded in 1958 and it is one of the leading affiliates under Formosa 
Plastics Group (FPG). The four core business lines of this company fall into plastics, polyester fibers, electronic
materials and petrochemicals.

(2) The flexible PVC sheeting is one of the major products of Plastics 1st Division which owns 65 calenders, 50 for 
flexible PVC sheeting and 15 for PVC leather, distributing in Taiwan, Mainland China, USA and Indonesia. It is 
the largest flexible PVC sheeting manufacturer in the world.

(3) The major products cover plain PVC sheeting, printed PVC sheeting, laminated & embossed PVC sheeting, 
those are supplied to the downstream fabricators for the uses ofinflatable toys, electrical tape, advertisement and 
signboard, lamination with board/steel plate/floor tile substrates, vehicle, pond/pool liners, waterproof, tablecloth,
wardrobe, shower curtain, stationery, raincoat, baby products, and carpet.

(4) This company acquires the recognition of ISO-9001 allowing to satisfy and to serve customers as its commitment.
(5) This company has a very strong technician lineup and a very professional industrial designer team to emark on 

print pattern design as well as R&D jobs to meet all sorts of international standard and customer need at any time
for developing the special requirements of low toxic, cold crack resistance, flame resistance, and heat resistance.
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CHARACTER

(1) Flexible PVC sheeting for advertising and labeling has a fine surface quality applicable for acrylic board, glass, 
all sorts of plastic board, graphic , tarpaulin backlight and computer printout.

(2) It also has natures of moistureproof, waterproof, abrasion resistance, solvent resistance, chemical resistance, 
and is applicable for all sorts of advertisement and label.

(3) A variety of color is availabe, there is a poignant contrast shine with mate finish,
the ultra gloss product reaches 90 degree minimum.

(4) PVC sheeting for computer printout use has fine surface tension and good print-
ability applicable for vehicle decoration, wall decoration, shopwindow sticker,
exhibition indicator, and advertisement. The product reveals an excellent iden-
tification, pub licity, and beautiful to look at. 

(5) PVC sheeting with low heavy metal contain for labeling can be supplied and met
law and regulation in all countries, and environmental friendly requirement. 



PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Plastics 1st Division

For further information, please make contact with :
Mr. S. H. Chien, Marketing Representative
Te l  : (02) 2717-8188 ;  (02) 2717-8191
Fax : (02) 2717-2327;  (02) 2717-8535
Email : Chien SH@npc.com.tw
http : //www.nanya-plastics-mall.com

 PRODUCT NAME  PRODUCT   PRODUCTION CAPABILITY    END USE AND    
    CODE  Thickness Width Hand   Put up    PROCESSING  WAY   

 PVC Sheeting   FLXSX  0.07-0.40 20-64 14-36 500-200 1. Label, signboard.
 for labeling             2. The glossy label carries 85 de-
               gree up, and is suitable for ad-  
               vertisement substracte.
              3. The mate label has good print
               ability. 

 PVC sheeting  for   FLMSX  0.07-0.40 20-64 14-36 500-2000 1. Outdoor advertisement 
 labeling with            2. Good in weather resistance,
 migration resistance            migration resistance and opacity.
 
 PVC sheeting for   FLSSX  0.07-0.40 20-64 14-36 500-2000 1. Outdoor adversistment 
 signboard           2. Good in weather resistance
 
 PVC sheeting for   FLPSX  0.07-0.40 20-64 14-36 500-2000 1. Computer printout.
 computer printout &            2. Good surface tension and good 
 advertisement            INK-JET effect.

 
CONTACT

Please make contact with the technical management person for the related physical properties and orders.
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